
 

Bonny Crude  
Bonny Crude and I. 
She was born in 1979, I in 1982. 
Every meaning comes to view, every sense in 
the mind! 
We only met a very few times. 
Dark, empathetic, thoughtful, maybe funny. 
We look at Bonny Crude.Into Bonny Crude. We 
observe, experience, and judge; we’re 
creating. 
We watch, perceiving, until the character 
appears. 
Can you already see her? 
Can you already feel her? 
I am Bonny Crude. You are Bonny Crude. 
Bonny Crude is nowhere / nobody / all.  

Clarinetist and performer Carola Schaal, 
together with choreographer Heinrich 
Horwitz, developed an ongoing concert 
project in which all works have a 
relationship to one another, influence and 
disrupt each other. Just like our bodies. 
Bonny Crude is a fictional projection for chimeras, desires, and anger. Sound direction is 
designed and implemented by Maximiliano Estudies.  



Bonny Crude crew  

Carola Schaal - clarinet / voice / performance / head of production  
Heinrich Horwitz - choreography / dramaturgy / light design  
Maximiliano Estudies - sound design  
Lucie Kilger - assistent sound design 

Bonny Crude program 

___________  

Carola Schaal / Heinrich Horwitz - about needs (2018 - ongoing) A.29 Silent Posts 
for 1 body, clarinet, tape and video  

Alexander Schubert - Your Fox’s a Dirty Gold (2011) for voice, sensors, electric guitar, live 
electronics and light  

Carola Schaal - Ruth (2017) A.6 Silent Posts 
video  

Brigitta Muntendorf - #AsPresentAsPossible solo (2018) for voice, tape and video 
___________  



Bonny Crude from the perspective of Heinrich Horwitz: choreography & light  

• location / room conditions / stage / FOH  

The structure of the project is closely connected to the space we are performing in. We are 
trying to adapt (especially the first piece „about needs“) to the circumstances of the space and 
light situation of the venues we are performing in. It is necessary for us to get to know the venue 
in advance, by rehearsals (that is why we always try to rehearse one day before the concert day) 
and through photos/videos in advance. We are using the whole space, as well as the entrance 
area. The piece “about needs” starts ten minutes before the concert is scheduled in the foyer 
and the entrance area, where you hear sound already.  
Inside the concert room, the FOH should be in the center of the room. 
We prefer a chaotic chair constellation, in which the audience perspective is towards all 
directions in the room, so the chairs are not in rows or in any order, but more like thrown into 
the space. The chairs should not be connected if possible. 
There is one costume change within the concert, for that we need an extra room, with 1 table, 
bright light and a mirror. It has to fit in, next to the table for the props and costume, at least 
two people. The room should be as close as possible to the concert room.  

• lights 

The concert room is like a partner to Carola as performer, so it gets the same attention. We are 
trying to lightening the space as we are using the chairs, chaotic, highlighting corners, speakers, 
the top or little „islands“ on the floor. There is not one light structure for the piece, as it is 
relating to the different venues.We are getting in contact with light technicians in advance and 
trying to organise lights for the specialty of the room. A light technician is needed to setup and 
program the lights. So there is always a bunch of different lights or even the top light, which is 
already in the room. There is most of the time three to four different cues, which Heinrich 
Horwitz is going to fade in the show, but gets programmed by a light technician together with 
Heinrich Horwitz. The light shall move in waves on two different levels, a black-out, and a 
special light mood, which we organise in the space, which also shifts towards the room situation.  
The 3 LED lights for “Your Fox’s a Dirty Gold” are not included in the lights schedule for the 
concert room, as those are programmed through the patch.  
- time schedule (arrival / set-up & rehearsals / concert day / departure)  
We prefer to arrive one day before the concert day, set up everything, program the lights and 
have rehearsals. The day of the concert is mostly for corrections and a general rehearsal in the 
noon time. We need before the show complete silence for a warm up and meditation. We rig 
down after the concert.  



• props  

As props we need a vase and flowers (it can be any kind of flowers, which are similar to the ones 
on the photos).  

 

further information, videos, pictures:  
https://www.carolaschaal.de/bonny-crude 
https://www.carolaschaal.de/fotos-videos-artikel/fotos 

documentation video:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f51u73Eaz-A 

https://www.carolaschaal.de/bonny-crude
https://www.carolaschaal.de/fotos-videos-artikel/fotos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f51u73Eaz-A


program notes 

Carola Schaal (*1982) / Heinrich Horwitz (*1984) - about needs (2018 ongoing) 
for one body, clarinet, audience, video & tape 

The experience of the audience members in this opening piece is embodied in the position of 
their chairs, their gaze, their presence, how they move and behave, how they fill up the room – 
the contact varies between far away through the eyes and a close contact. The performer Carola 
Schaal is reacting on the mood in the room, is transforming the performance relating to the 
specific kind of gazes, bodies and presence that surround her.  
The realisation A.29 about needs is part of the interactive composition project Silent Posts by 
Alexander Schubert and is based on his Source Piece A.  

Alexander Schubert (*1979) - Your Fox's A Dirty Gold (2011) 
for voice, electric guitar, motion sensors, live electronics & light 

"Your Fox's A Dirty Gold" is an interactive performance piece and what you could describe as a 
modern pop song (a love song actually). It incorporates elements of contemporary and 
experimental electronic music in the domain of pop music. 
The concept is to link all involved elements to the movement and gestures of the performer. This 
allows the singer to control, trigger and shape in time all technical and musical parts of the 
composition in real time. The software MAX/MSP is used to control the live electronics and the 
DMX lights. They are driven by the upper body movement of the singer and the electric guitar 
interface. The aim of this technical concept is to establish an embodiment of the involved 
electronic apexes of the piece in order to make it perceivable and controllable like a regular 
acoustic instrument.  

Carola Schaal (*1982) - Ruth (2017) 
video 

This video work is about failure, a dark soul, loneliness, hope, repeated attempts to flee / 
escape from oneself. Can the soul collapse? The title may possibly be interpreted as the name 
Ruth, the ancient meaning of the English word ruth for compassion, or the figure Ruth as general 
human projection surface. Even the sound of the music is constantly on the outer edges, a 
conscious game with overdrive. 
The realisation A.14 is also part of the Silent Posts project by Alexander Schubert. 



Brigitta Muntendorf (*1982) - #AsPresentAsPossible solo (2018) 
for solo performer, video & tape 

Our present (or is it our presence!) is characterised by a call for declaration and confirmation of 
self that triggers an almost perverse attitude of sending individuality through all channels of our 
communication network. In this digital-real continuum the existence and „raison d’être“ is 
constituted by visibility – while invisibility is equivalent to non-existence. In 
#AsPresentAsPossible solo“ the clarinet player defines her presence by a vanishing self, enters 
the stage without her instrument and explores the space between defining and being defined, 
between projecting and being projection. 

 

#AsPresentAsPossible © Christina Becker 



 

 
 

Ruth © Claudia Cataldi 

Your Fox’s A Dirty Gold © Torsten Curdt 



about needs © Claudia Cataldi 

about needs © Torsten Curdt  



contacts / websites  

Carola Schaal  
bellacarola1@yahoo.de 
 +49(0)1773335205  
www.carolaschaal.de 
  
Heinrich Horwitz  
miriamheinrichhorwitz@gmail.com 
 +49(0)1624530913  

Maximiliano Estudies  
maximiliano@omslo.com 
 +49(0)17636784771  
http://www.omslo.com/ 

 

left to right: Maximiliano Estudies, Carola Schaal, Heinrich Horwitz 
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Bonny Crude

Carola Schaal – Heinrich Horwitz

Maximiliano Estudies
Technical director

maximiliano@omslo.com
+49 176 36784771
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Bonny Crude
IN | COMP About needs Fox It was not an… Ruth AsPresentAsPossible
SM58 x x
Guitar x
Handsender x
Headset 1
Klarinette
Laptop playback x x x x
Laptop live-electronics x x
PA Front x x x x x
PA Rear x
Click x
LEDs x
Projector 1 x x x x
Projector 2
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Bonny Crude
Microphones Amount Comment
Handheld wireless Microphone 1 Cardioid, e.g Shure ULXD2

Mic Stands
Big 1

Audio Cables
XLR 10m 20
XLR 5m 10
Multicore 1
¼ Jack 1

PA
Full Range Loudspeakers 4 Quattro Setup + Stands + Amplifiers
Small Loudspeakers 1 for the entrance area
Subwoofer 2
Mixer 1 with Dante e.g Yamaha QL5
Stage Monitor 1
Stagebox 1 TIO 1608-D
wireless 2 1x Handheld Microphone,  1x In-Ear

Power
Power Extension 20m 5
Power Extension 10m 10
Power Extension 5m 10
Multiple Plugs 10
32A power distribution system 1

Video
Projector 2 1x on the floor, 1x on stand/celling. Both with shutter
HDMI Cable 3 → →→Laptop 1  Splitter, Splitter   Projector 1 & 2

→Thunderbolt  HDMI Adapter 2
Projection Screen 1 has to reach the floor!
Video Splitter 1

Light
RGB Led 6 3 Pol connectors

→USB  DMX Interface 1 Entteck USB Pro
DMX Kabel 20 m 5
DMX Kabel 10 m 10
DMX Kabel 0.5 m 5

→DMX 5 Pol Female  3 Pol Male 2
DMX mixer 1

Sonstiges
DI Box 1
Aktive USB extension cable 1 or even much better, an USB to CAT converter
Netzwerk Switch 2 Gigabit , 8 Ports
RJ45 Cat6 cable (cable drum) 2
RJ45 Cat6 cable 30m 1
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Bonny Crude
IN Input Mic OUT Signal Out Destination
1 Voice Fox SM58 1
2 Guitar DI Box 2
3 Voice APAP Handsender 3
4 Spare 4
5 Klarinette dpa4099 5
6 Laptop LE - 6
7 Laptop LE - 7
8 Laptop LE - 8
9 Laptop LE - 9
10 Laptop Playback - 10
11 Laptop Playback - 11
12 Laptop Playback - 12
13 Laptop Playback - 13
14 Laptop Playback - 14
15 Laptop Playback - 15
16 Laptop Playback - 16
17 Laptop Playback -
18 Laptop Playback - M A B C
19 Laptop Playback - 1
20 Laptop Playback - 2
21 Laptop Playback - 3
22 Laptop Playback - 4
23 5
24 6
25 7
26 8
27 9
28 10
29 11
30 12
31
32


